In this paper, we present an approach based on reinforcement learning for eye tracking data manipulation. It is based on two opposing agents, where one tries to classify the data correctly and the second agent looks for pa erns in the data, which get manipulated to hide speci c information. We show that our approach is successfully applicable to preserve the privacy of a subject. In addition, our approach allows to evaluate the importance of temporal, as well as spatial, information of eye tracking data for speci c classi cation goals. In general, this approach can also be used for stimuli manipulation, making it interesting for gaze guidance. For this purpose, this work provides the theoretical basis, which is why we have also integrated a section on how to apply this method for gaze guidance.
INTRODUCTION
Due to the spread of the eye tracking technology over many elds and its use in everyday life, the speci c information content in the eye tracking signal becomes more and more important [4, 46] . is is mainly due to the fact that the gaze signal is very rich in information and on the other hand that it cannot be turned o or easily controlled by a human [17, 64] . Many applications use this signal, however, still li le value is placed on the anonymization of the signal.
is is partly due to the fact that the topic of differential privacy has come into the focus of eye tracking research last year [43, 62, 63] , but also to the challenge of nding speci c pa erns in the signal itself that make a person identi able.
Initially in 2014 the problem of personal information in the eye tracking signal was mentioned for the rst time as well as the person speci c pa erns contained in the signal [41] . ey mentioned critical a ributes that are contained in the eye tracking data like age, gender, personal preference or health [41] . is information poses a new challenge to modern eye tracking systems, which must now learn to hide this information. e basic approach of di erential privacy is based on adding random noise to the signal: to cover up people speci c data. However, this only works in the case of prefabricated features, since modern machine learning techniques such as convolutional neuronal networks are able to adapt their feature extractors. Furthermore, it would be more interesting to nd speci c pa erns either in the stimulus itself or, as in this paper, in the scan path, which we can remove from the signal. On the one hand, this o ers an insight into important characteristics which are interesting for science. On the other hand, it can be used in many other areas such as gauze guidance [28, 39] or expertise evaluation [14, 38] .
In this paper, we present an approach that is able to learn an image manipulation to hide speci c information while preserving other information (Figure 1 ). Our approach uses reinforcement learning on the sparse representation learned by an autoencoder.
is combination allows to manipulate general pa erns in an image, since the autoencoder has to reconstruct it based on a reduced set of values. is reduced set can be found in the central part of the autoencoder. It is also called bo leneck, and the following transposed convolutions of the autoencoder reconstruct the image on the basis of this reduced set. Meaning, that those values represent pa erns in an image that are manipulated by an agent in our approach.
is agent tries to hide speci c information by manipulating those values. Another agent tries to train new classi ers to adapt to the manipulated data. is retraining allows our approach to diminish all personal pa erns in the data since the classi ers adapt to the manipulated data too.
In the case of gaze guidance, the rst step is to learn general patterns about many users. In the case of expert knowledge, this means to nd general task speci c pa erns in the stimulus. Based on this knowledge, a layman can be supported over time by increasing the strength of those pa erns in a stimulus image. e expertise level of a person could also be evaluated by the required ampli cation of the pa erns to perform the task. Another advantage of this method is that image areas that are important can also be highlighted online in order to use them directly in the analysis, e.g. for X-ray images.
Contribution of this work:
1 Reinforcement learning for image manipulation in eye tracking. 2 Two agent approach to hide information in eye tracking data which achieves the similar goal as di erential privacy. 3 Feature independent due to the iterative usage of CNNs which learn the features. 4 Manipulation of general pa erns in the data instead of adding random noise as it is done in di erential privacy. 5 Our method is capable of removing speci c information from the data. 6 Importance of the spatial and temporal information due to the construction of the di erent channels in the input image. 7 eoretic foundation of the two agent approach for application in the area of gaze guidance.
RELATED WORK
In this work, we deal with three topics. e rst is di erential privacy, in which people try to hide speci c information. Also other information should remain in the data. To achieve this we use modern machine learning approaches to get a reduced representation of the input images, which ensures that general pa erns are manipulated. For this we use deep autoencoders. For the classi cation, we also use deep nets in combination with the so max loss function. e manipulation of the data itself is based on statistics and can be understood as Markov process [60] . At the end of this paper we describe a possible application of our approach in the area of gaze guidance. For this reason, we have decided to split the related work into three parts, which are described below.
Di erential privacy
is section contains the range of information contained in eye tracking data, the biometric properties of eye movements, and the general case of di erential privacy. In the last part we move on to the modern approaches to di erential privacy in eye tracking that appeared last year. e rich information content available in human eye movements has been shown in several studies. One example is the pupil dilation of a subject. It holds information about the cognitive load [48] as well as the a ention to the scene or personal interest in the scene [20] . Mental disorders such as Alzheimer [24] , Parkinson [36] , or schizophrenia [22] can be detected in the eye movement behavior as well. Additionally, the eye movements hold information about the activity of the human [5, 61] , the cognitive state [47] and personal a ributes [Hoppe et al. 2018] . While all of this information is already critical, several researchers have shown that the gender and age can be estimated from the eye movements as well [6, 58] . Of course, it is useful for diagnosis or security tasks to be able to extract this information, but this information should not be available to everybody just by receiving your eye tracking data or measuring your gaze behavior.
However, the high and unique information content in the eye tracking signal only becomes clear when the application for biometrics is considered. Here, it is possible to unambiguously identify the person by means of the eye behavior. e rst approaches required a moving point stimulus which was followed by the user [30] [31] [32] or static images [45] . In 2010, the rst approach that was able to distinguish users with a task independent approach was presented [2] . At the same time, model based approaches that map the gaze behavior on a oculomotor model appeared too [34, 35] . is approach was further developed to distinguish users even if they perform di erent tasks like browsing, writing, reading, or watching movies [9] .
is was achived by computing twenty features on the gaze signal and measuring the di erence of these features. For virtual reality head sets, a user authentication was proposed in [68] using di erent stimuli and analyzing the gaze signal.
All of these publications show the potential threat to a human by revealing his gaze data. is means also that raw eye tracking data has to be handled with care for storage and for transmission. is topic falls into the eld of di erential privacy, which has a large theoretical foundation. Practical applications fall into the realm of localization [56] , biomedical data [57] , and continuous time series signal [10] as it is the case for eye tracking data. e main goal of di erential privacy is to hide the private information while keeping the utility of the signal as high as possible. Here, utility is the measure of how good the original signal can be reconstructed. For the purpose of hiding information, random noise is added to the signal [12] either to the raw data or in the frequency domain [29, 53] . Adding too much noise to the signal perserves privacy, but makes the signal itself useless [12] . In general, the utility and privacy tradeo is tailored around a speci c use case [56] , which can be understood as a classi cation target in the eye tracking world. For further information, we refer to survey papers [42, 69] .
For di erential privacy related to eye tracking data is only covered by three papers so far. e rst publication focuses on head mounted eye trackers [63] . It proposes a eld camera that is able to avoid the recording of other persons. While this is not directly related to the research eld of di erential privacy it falls into the scope because it considers the problem from another perspective. e second paper tries to hide information in the eye tracking signal of the user itself [62] . ey use the approach from [8] , which adds random noise to the signal. e third paper is about the private information included into heatmaps that are usually used for visualization [43] . ey found that those heatmaps still contain information about a subject and should therefore be used with caution.
Reinforcement learning
Reinforcement learning in the area of machine learning refers to one or more agents trying to learn a strategy that maximizes their reward [27, 33] . e agent in this scenario has di erent actions that it can perform and a er each action it receives a certain reward. For this, di erent cases have to be considered. e rst case are temporal actions similar to a walk through a labyrinth where the agent receives his reward a er it tried to go through the labyrinth [27, 33] .
is means that a er executing several actions, the agent receives his nal reward. In the second case, the agent has several possible actions without temporal dependency [27, 33] . In the following, we only deal with the temporally independent application, because we also pursue this in this work. e scenario of several actions without temporal dependency can also be understood as a multiarmed bandit [27, 33] . Here, the agent has the possibility to activate any number of levers a er which it expects a reward. e strategy to be learned here is the optimal combination, whereby the consideration of all possible combinations exceeds the computing capacity of modern computer systems [27, 33] . In the case of the multi-armed bandit, where each leaver has only two states, this would be 2 Le er s . In order to learn this strategy and the optimal combination of levers, there is exploration on the one hand and exploitation on the other. In the exploration, the bandit is tested with new lever combinations regarding the reward, and the learned strategy is adapted. In case of exploitation, the learned strategy is used to get the maximum reward. If the exploration does not reveal possibilities for a greater reward, the process is saturated and the nal strategy is learned [27, 33] . In order to learn complex strategies, there are basically two approaches; one is model based where a statistical model is given. is model is formulated as a Markov decision problem and is described by states and transitions that are known in advance. For the training of a model based approach, a multitude of action selection strategy algorithms have been proposed. e rst approach is called the greedy algorithm and usually used together with an optimistic initialization [27, 33] . Greedy, in this context, means that the algorithm always chooses the action that maximizes immediate reward. While this is fundamentally not a bad approach, it does limit the algorithm to exploring, so a very optimistic initialization is chosen. is forces the algorithm to look for be er and be er solutions because it assumes that they exist. An extension is the ϵ-greedy algorithm [27, 33] . is algorithm follows the approach of the common greedy algorithm with the di erence that with the probability ϵ a random action is chosen.
is random selection ensures exploration at all times. Another approach is called optimism in the face of uncertainty. It uses the uncertainty of an action to estimate its potential and instead of choosing the arm with the best reward, it chooses the arm with the highest potential to be the best action [33] .
is is due to the problem that each action has a noisy result and the underlying distribution must rst be determined. erefore, actions that are taken only a couple of times have a higher potential based on the already received reward from this action, in comparison to actions that are chosen o en and the underlying distribution is well known. Uncertanity, in this context, means that the algorithm is unsure how well it knows the underlaying distribution [33] . e last approach from the model based approaches is called Upper Con dence Bound (UCB) [33] .
is algorithm extends the uncertainty based approach by not only including the uncertainty of a distribution, but also the estimate of an upper bound of a possible reward this action has.
is is done by computing con dence intervals over the samples in the history [33] . e second approach in reinforcement learning is called model free. Here the algorithm learns a strategies on how to behave under di erent circumstances. erefore, the model is not known in advance, but estimated through exploration. e most famous approach herefore is called the Q-learning algorithm [44] . is algorithm learns policies for possibly an in nite amount of states, whereby each state can have a di erent amount of actions. It consists of a learning rate and a table that holds the information gathered so far. is table is updated with new observations and new actions are chosen using the same selection algorithms as described in the area of the model-based approaches. A disadvantage of the Qlearning algorithm is that it is only applicable if the state and action space is small. erefore, the deep neuronal networks are employed to replace the table and output the best action by observing the current state. is is called the Deep Q-Learning algorithm (DQL) [44] . In contrast to the tables the DQL approach has the disadvantage that the neuronal networks are nonlinear function approximators that only receive the reward for training. is means that the network may not be stable or even diverge [51] . To solve this issue, multiple approaches have been proposed and combined [44] . e rst is called the experience replay mechanism [44] . For this approach, the algorithm initializes a replay memory. e initialization is done using the ϵ-greedy algorithm. Out of this memory, mini batches are selected and used for training [44] . A erwards, the neuronal network is used to make new experiences, which are stored in the memory. erefore, the network can always learn on old and new experiences and is thus, stable to train [44] . e second approach to stabilize the training of the neuronal network is called xed target Q-network [44] . For this approach, two neuronal networks are used. e rst one is trained based on the memory and, afterwards, used to slowly update the second network a er a xed set of steps of the learning process [44] . is is especially helpful if the initial exploration is not su cient. Newer extensions for the DQL are Double Deep Q-Learning [65] , Deep Q-Learning with Prioritized Experience Replay [59] , Dueling Deep Q-Learning [66] , Asynchronous Multi-step Deep Q-Learning [50] , Distributional Deep Q-learning [3] , Deep Q-learning with Noisy Nets [11] , and Rainbow Deep Q-learning [21] together with extension in the area of combinatorical approaches of DQL and the Markov decision problem to be able to handle a in nite action space too. For a more detailed overview, we refer the reader to the survey paper [44] .
Gaze guidance
Human vision is a complex process that depends on many factors [26, 67] . A large part of research is currently focused on human gaze prediction [37] and a ention [19] . e basic categorization of models in this area can be made into pure stimulus-based a ention (bo om-up) [25] and task-based a ention (top-down) [26] . Many models have been presented for this purpose, the most important being the Saliency maps [25] . ese can be calculated directly based on features in the image [25, 26] but can also be learned task speci c by modern machine learning techniques [23, 40, 52] . A large future eld of application for a ention and gaze prediction is gaze guidance [16, 55] . is is for example needed to train novices in a complex visual task without the presence of an expert. e knowledge and behavior of the experts should be extracted and passed on to the novice as intuitively as possible.
In today's practice, there are already some techniques which are used [15] . Some of them are color dot [7] , subtle gaze direction [1] , zoom rectangle [7] , zoom circle [7] , and spatial blur [18] which are described in the following. Figure 3 shows the di erent approaches together with the unmodi ed scene (A). e color dot approach in Figure 3 (B) is shown for a duration of 120 ms. A erwards, it is turned o and activated again a er 2 seconds. For the subtle gaze direction approach (Figure 3 (C) ) the brightness is alternately increased and reduced in a xed area. Zooming rectangle and zooming circle rescale the area surrounding the wanted gaze position and overlay it on the image as shown in Figure 3 (D,E). e last approach is spatial blur. e entire image is blurred using a Gaussian lter with the exception of the target region.
As can be seen in Figure 3 , these are e ective approaches. However, all ve approaches have the disadvantage that the manipulation of the image is conspicuous.
is makes it impossible to subconsciously train visual behavior where we see the potential advantage of our approach. It must also be said that in the area of gaze guidance, we only present the theoretical implementation and cannot prove this advantage experimentally. However, we see this as a very promising area for further research. Figure 2 shows the general work ow of our approach. e autoencoder is trained preliminary to reconstruct the image. In its central part, it holds values that correspond to general pa erns for the reconstruction of the image (Bo leneck in Figure 2 ). e idea behind using the autoencoder is that it reduces the input data (64 * 64 * 3 = 12.228 zu 4 * 4 * 256 = 4096) and thus also the possible action combinations of Agent 2. Furthermore, it ensures that in the end, an image is still generated that is similar to the input image or consists of general pa erns compared to a direct manipulation of the image by Agent 2. Agent 2 is the reinforcement part of our approach. It learns a manipulation of the bo leneck from the autoencoder based on previous seen input images and the classi cation result from Agent 1. is classi cation result is only the di erence between the good (Green classi ers in Figure 2 ) and bad (Red classi ers in Figure 2 ) information revealed by the classiers. is di erence is used as reward in agent 2 for the performed manipulation, whereas the image itself is the state. e di erent classi cation objectives (Document type, expertise, subject, gender) in Figure 2 are intended to indicate that our approach supports any number of classi ers. Agent 2 tries to worsen the accuracy of the red classi ers and to keep the accuracy of the green classi ers high. In contrast to this, agent 1 tries to adapt the classi ers to the new image manipulation by retraining them. In the following each part is described in detail. Figure 4 shows the architecture of the used autoencoder. Each convolution block is followed by a recti er linear unit (ReLu) and max pooling for size reduction. For the decoder of the autoencoder, we used transposed convolutions instead of pooling. e input to the network is an image with size 64 × 64 × 3. e bo leneck in the autoencoder is the block with size 4 × 4 × 256. For the training, we used stochastic gradient decent with an initial learning rate of 10 −2 , decreasing each 200 epochs by a factor of 10 −1 . e training stops at a learning rate of 10 −7 . Weight decay was set to 5 * 10 −4 and momentum to 9 * 10 −1 . During training, we used a batch size of 40 and the L2 loss formulation. is autoencoder is trained only once before starting our reinforcement learning approch. e classi ers used in agent 1 (Figure 2 ) use a similar structure as the autoencoder. A detailed view of the classi ers can be seen in . Each convolution block uses a ReLu together with a max pooling operation. Before the rst fully connected layer, we used a dropout, which deactivates 50% randomly. A and B in Figure 5 have the same structure except for the last fully connected layer, which has either eight (Subject) or four (Stimulus image) output neurons. For the training, we used stochastic gradient decent with an initial learning rate of 10 −4 decreasing each 500 epochs by a factor of 10 −1 .
METHOD
e training stops at a learning rate of 10 −7 . Weight decay was set to 5 * 10 −4 and momentum to 9 * 10 −1 . During training, we used a batch size of 50 and the log multi class loss with so max.
Since these classi ers are subject to the cyclic training of agent 1, they are always re-trained once the reinforcement learning has stabilized. is new training is done with a random initialization. e idea behind this is that the convolutions, which learn new feature extractors, adapt to the new image manipulation and thus improve the classi cation result. e training itself is done using the not manipulated and all the manipulated images seen so far (only from the training set). Figure 6 shows the work ow for agent 1 with the memory. In comparison to Figure 2 , which is a general overview, it can be seen that we now have only two classes.
ose two classes are also used in our experiment for the evaluation section which is why we decided to insert them in the detailed view of the agent 1. In the memory ( Figure 6 ) are all the seen manipulated images from the training set together with their labels. Images from the validation set are discarded and therefore, not stored in the memory of agent 1. For the training and test set, we made a 50% to 50% split. We seperated the data to produce equal amounts of stimulus and subject classes. As can be seen in this description, agent 1 does not use reinforcement learning. is agent can be understood as a supervised learner, which retrains its classi ers. In contrast to agent 1, agent 2 uses reinforcement learning for training. e used DQL model can be seen in Figure 7 . It consists of three convolution blocks and a fully connected output layer. e input of this model is the current image, which is called the state and the output of this model (1024 fully connected neurons) are the actions. Between each convolution block, we used ReLu and max pooling as in the models before. e output of the last layer was set 1 if it was greater or equal to 0.5, otherwise it was set to 0. Meaning, our model could either deactivate a feature in the bo leneck of the autoencoder or let it unchanged. For the training we used stochastic gradient decent with a xed learning rate of 10 −4 . e training stops a er ten epochs of training on the entire memory of agent 2. Weight decay was set to 1 * 10 −5 and momentum to 9 * 10 −1 . During training, we used a batch size of 100 and the L2 loss formulation for reinforcement learning (predicted − actual) 2 . e parameter predicted in this context means the result of DQL1 from the current input image. Since there is no ground truth in reinforcement learning, the parameter actual is computed based on a second network (DQL2) and the reward R. erefore, the ground truth is formulated as actual = R + * DQL2. As mentioned before, R is the reward (Result of agent 1), DQL2 is the output of a second network and is the discount factor, which is adjusted through training so that the net explores more in the beginning. is usage of two neuronal networks is called xed target Q-network [44] . erefore, a er ten training runs of DQL1, we set DQL2 = DQL1 since DQL1 has stabilized.
In addition to the xed target network, we use the experience replay mechanism [44] as can be seen in Figure 8 . As mentioned in the related work, this concept describes the memory which holds all examples (Stimulus, actions, and classi cation result). In this memory, we only store examples from the training set, since we want to evaluate our approach especially for unseen data. is memory is initialized before starting the entire approach and the networks DQL1 and DQL2 are trained on it. For this initialization, we compute the change of each value in the bo leneck on the classi cation and store it in the memory of agent 2. In addition, we compute one hundred random changes of 2-100 values in the bottleneck. is means that for the change of two values, we compute one hundred random changes and the same for three values, four values, and so on.
For data augmentation of all models, we used random noise which was in the range of 0-20%, cropping and shi ing the scanpath. Cropping in this context means that we extracted randomly 60-100% of the scanpath and draw it on the input image. With shi ing, we mean a randomly selected constant shi of the entire scanpath.
is shi was selected in the range of 0-30% of the stimulus size.
EVALUATION
For our experiments, we used the data provided with the ETRA 2019 challenge [49, 54] . In this data, 8 subjects with 120 trials per subject are recorded. erefore, it consists of 960 trials with a length of 45 seconds per trial. ey recorded four di erent tasks namely visual xation, visual search, and visual exploration. Additionally, four di erent stimuli were presented; Which are blank, natural, where is waldo, and picture puzzle. For the image generation out of the raw gaze data les, we used the approach from [13] . is means that the raw gaze data is in the red channel as dots, the blue channel holds the time by adjusting the intensity of the dot, and the green channel holds the relation ship of the gaze points by connecting them as lines.
We conducted two experiments. e rst experiment shows the results of our approach for di erent iterations, as well as before and a er the adaption of the classi ers (agent 1). is experiment shows that our approach is capable of removing unwanted information in the scanpath. In this scenario, it is the information of the subject. In the second experiment, we evaluate the importance of di erent channels of the input image for di erent iterations of our approach.
is experiment shows the advantage of our approach to other di erential privacy methods since the feature extractors (Neuronal networks in agent 1) adapt to the new image manipulation as well as our image manipulation technique. For all experiments, we used a 50% split of the data where the test and validation set contain always equal amounts of subjects and stimuli samples. Table 1 shows the classi cation results per iteration. With iteration we mean that the reinforcement learning (agent 2) has stabilized, which are approximately one thousand training runs. A er each iteration, agent 1 starts to retrain the classi ers, which is indicated by the adaption rows. e rst line in Table 1 shows the initial results of the pretrained classi ers. At the bo om of Table 1 , the chance level is shown. As can be seen agent 2 always succeeds in dropping the classi cation accuracy for the subject close to the chance level. A erwards, agent 1 adapts the classi ers, but with less success for the subject classi cation if the process over all iterations is considered. In the last iteration (20) , the training of the subject classi er fails and is close to the chance level. Table 2 shows the percentage amount of changed values per channel ( Chan ed − alues−channel Chan ed − alues−all −channels * 100). Due to the construction of the image with raw dots in the red channel, connected dots in the green channel, and the time as intensity value per dot in the blue channel, we can estimate the importance of their contribution. For iteration one, it can be seen that the subject information was mainly extracted out of the red channel, which holds only spatial information. In the second iteration, this swaps to the green channel, which holds the interconnections between the gaze points and therefore the spatial information. A er ve iterations, the amount of changes have balanced per channel. If we compare this result to Table 1 , it can be seen that this already had an signi cant impact on the adaption of the subject classi er. A er the last iteration, the amount of changes has again nearly balanced, where the blue channel is the lowest. Since the blue channel is the only channel that has temporal information, it could be argued that it is less important for the subject information since the blue channel also contains spatial information.
is statement is of course purely hypothetical and requires further experiments and research as well as another construction of input data.
LIMITATIONS
In general it has to be mentioned that reinforcement learning using deep neuronal networks can be very instable. One problem of our approach is the adjustment of , which is the discount especially at the beginning. In addition, the random initialization of the DQL network can be treacherous since the approach can fail in the beginning just because of the random initialization. ese problems are of course generally known in the eld of reinforcement learning and should only serve as an indication for other researchers who would also like to enter this eld. In addition, the usage of the memory requires a large amounts of space, which has to be stored on the hard drive. erefore, it is advisable to use ash memory. Figure 9 shows our idea for the useage of gaze guidance. In this gure, agent 2 is the image manipulator, which should learn how to manipulate the image to receive the highest reward. erefore, agent 1 makes a regression for the knowledge level. Since most of the current research focuses on the classi cation between experts and novices, this information can also not be obtained easily. Our idea to make a regression out of the classi cation data is the distance of the outcome to the class of experts. For neuronal networks, this would mean the distance to 1 in this binary classi cation task (-1 novice and 1 expert). For other machine learning methods, like k nearest neighbors, the distance could be obtained by the distance to the expert cluster; and similar for support vector machines, by using the distance to the hyperplane and beyond into the class of the experts. e pretraining of the approach could be done using existing data. e regressor in agent 1 could be trained using supervised learning. For agent 2 the initial subset of a scanpath would be set by a randomly selected expert eye tracking data le. A erwards, e di erence of the manipulated stimulus has to be computed. e distance of this di erence (Heatmap convolved with a Gaussian) could be used as reward function. is is only for pretraining and could only help to stabilize the neuronal network Figure 9 : e theoretical work ow for gaze guidance. Agent 1 is the classi er and agent 2 learns to manipulate the image in a way to make the novice an expert. for the real learning task. A erwards, users would need to train the neuronal network in agent 2 online. We assume that this will require a more extensive study. e advantage of this, however, is that one would receive a training system for speci c tasks, which can be used cost-e ectively. In addition, the nal results of the guidance could help in understanding gaze guidance itself be er.
APPLICABILITY TO GAZE GUIDANCE
is means that it is so far still unclear if we need to highlight the nal location or the path to the location as well as their is no answer what regarding the optimal highlighting method.
CONCLUSION
In this work, we showed the applicability of reinforcement learning for di erential privacy. It was shown that it can be used successfully for hiding speci c information in eye tracking data. In addition, it can be used to evaluate the features and is able to adapt to an adaptive a acker (Agent 1 in Figure 2 ). Our approach is theoretically also capable of removing as well as perserving the information of multiple classi cation targets. We also inspected the application area of gaze guidance for this approach, where ground truth information is di cult to obtain due to the individuality of humans. Further research will go into this direction especially for novice training based on xed stimulus manipulation. In contrast to the obvious image manipulations as shown in Figure 3 , we hope that our approach leads to an non-obvious guidance of novices and therefore, improves the training quality and economic e ciency.
